2014: Year in Review
In 2014, the Center For Neighborhoods Board of Directors carried out a
national search for its next Executive Director, following the retirement of
longtime Executive Director Jack Trawick after 30 plus years of exemplary
service. Board Chair Gordon Garner and the Directors are pleased to
announce the hiring of Tom Stephens as our new Executive Director. Tom
and his family return to Louisville after nearly 12 years away. He has
experience in public sector and non-profit neighborhood revitalization planning
as well as grassroots community efforts and local economic development
planning in Louisville, Philadelphia, Richmond (VA) and Savannah. His
experience includes comprehensive neighborhood planning, commercial
corridor renewal, community assessment and data analysis.
As you will read, 2014 was a year of continued positive improvements in
neighborhoods all across Louisville and Jefferson County. With the work done
in 2014, CFN closed out the year with renewed energy for the work of resident
-driven, place-based neighborhood engagement, planning and development.

Why we do what we do
For over 40 years the Center For Neighborhoods has cultivated grassroots
leadership, provided leadership education, partnered with neighborhoods in
community planning efforts, facilitated civic dialogue amongst stakeholders
and actively participated in neighborhood-based development & improvement
projects. We envision a greater Louisville community with caring and
empowered people, making and renewing neighborhoods that are healthy,
sustainable and attractive. CFN’s work is more important today than ever
before as long-term and relocating residents and businesses seek out
economically, physically and socially sustainable neighborhoods to call home.

The 3 Points Beautification Project in the German-Paristown, Schnitzelburg and Shelby Park
neighborhoods was led by Neighborhood Institute graduate, Jennifer Chappell.

“I have worked for over three
decades as a city engineer,
commissioner

of

public

works and utility manager to
provide services that help a
city be a great place to live.
Nothing I have seen helps a
city to be great more than
great

neighborhoods

with

people who care about their
neighborhoods and do what
they can to make them
better. CFN is here to help
those people.”
- Gordon Garner,
CFN Board President

Building
Healthy,
Sustainable &
Attractive
Neighborhoods
through
Engaged,
Informed &
Committed
Neighbors

Raising up
resident
leaders
“I had no idea when I
signed up how much
more I would learn about

our community and
Center For Neighborhoods staff helped to facilitate the “California Conversations”, a
community engagement & leadership development project in the California
neighborhood, supported by Councilman David James, Metro Council District 6.

Programs & Services

about myself as a now
40 year old.”
- Melissa Mann,
Green Institute graduate

Training Leaders
NEIGHBORHOOD INSTITUTE & GREEN INSTITUTE—Now in its 28th
year, the Neighborhood Institute is a 12-week leadership-training program
that equips citizens with the knowledge to lead by creating positive
change in their neighborhoods. The Green Institute equips neighborhood
leaders to increase the environmental, social, and economic resilience
of their communities and Louisville overall. Each Institute graduate is
tasked with developing and implementing a project in their neighborhood.

Assisting Neighborhoods
OUTREACH & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE—CFN builds relationships
with neighborhood associations & institutions and provides assistance
through public awareness, meeting facilitation, problem solving and
project consultation.

2014 Neighborhood Institute
participants share their “ideal
neighborhood” concept.

Planning for Improvements
NEIGHBORHOOD ASSESSMENTS & PLANS—CFN has an extensive
background in neighborhood assessment and planning, which includes
facilitating broad stakeholder input. Neighborhood Assessments and
Walkability Assessments help identify current conditions, future desires
and the steps to get there. Neighborhood Plans allow residents to articulate a clear vision for their neighborhood with goals and a work plan.

Providing Resources for Decision Makers
NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCE CENTER—CFN provides referrals, data
analysis & GIS mapping services to help neighborhood leaders & partners
make informed decisions on issues impacting their neighborhood.

Billy Goat Hill Community Garden,
developed from a Green Institute
project in the Clifton neighborhood

2014
By The Numbers

44 NEW LEADERS
TRAINED THROUGH THE
NEIGHBORHOOD AND
GREEN INSTITUTES

1500 HOURS OF
EDUCATION & TRAINING
COMPLETED BY
RESIDENT LEADERS

20 DIFFERENT METRO
DISTRICTS SERVED
THROUGH INSTITUTES,
WORKSHOPS, AND NDF
GRANT PROJECTS

50 PLUS LOUISVILLE
NEIGHBORHOODS AND
ORGANIZATIONS SERVED
THROUGH OUTREACH &
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

7 NEIGHBORHOOD
PROJECTS INITIATED BY
RESIDENTS TO IMPROVE
QUALITY OF LIFE

90% INCREASE IN
INSTITUTE GRADUATES’
CAPACITY TO ORGANIZE
A PROJECT FROM
BEGINNING TO END

Two generations of NI graduates are
making great projects happen, like
the Camp Taylor Park Little Library.

CFN worked with the Chickasaw neighborhood and a local artist on a “Producing Art in
Neighborhoods Together” mural project. The PAINT project was funded by Councilwoman
Cheri Bryant Hamilton, Metro District 5.

Impacting neighborhoods
positively
Camp Taylor Neighborhood resident Erin Fitzgerald graduated from
CFN’s Neighborhood Institute in 2011 and took the idea of community
involvement back to her neighborhood and her home. Her daughters,
Clare and Sylvia, age 14, had a great idea for a community project—but
they needed help figuring out how to get it done. Erin recommended her
daughters sign up for the Neighborhood Institute, becoming the youngest
participants in the 2014 class. Clare and Sylvia wanted to increase
neighborhood interaction by installing a Little Library in Camp Taylor Park.
A Little Library is a “take a book, return a book” gathering place where
neighbors share their favorite literature and stories. In its most basic form,
a Little Library is a box full of books where anyone may stop by and pick
up a book (or two) and bring back another book to share. A little library
allows neighbors to meet each other and create a bonding point for the
community. It encourages children to read, and to share the stories they
love with others. After gaining permission from Metro Parks
representatives to install it in the park, and securing funding through a
grant for the Kentucky Foundation for Women, Clare and Sylvia built the
Camp Taylor Park Little Library which is scheduled to be installed in
Spring 2015. This is just one of many stories of how Center For
Neighborhoods and engaged residents are positively impacting the quality
of life in neighborhoods across Metro Louisville.

Providing resources that
educate communities

Area Services

Great decisions are not made in a vacuum.
The Center For
Neighborhoods empowers neighborhood leaders to make well-informed
decisions by sharing knowledge between neighborhoods, providing
referrals and compiling comprehensive data and powerful mapping.
Engaged residents informed with clear information and visuals reinforce a
healthy community and support a higher quality of life in Louisville.
Betsy Ruhe, a Beechmont neighborhood resident, is proving the worth of
engaged, informed and committed citizens. A Neighborhood Institute and
Green Institute graduate, Ruhe developed and is implementing two
projects in her community that will lead to positive improvements for many.
Betsy’s NI Project utilized CFN surveys and mapping to complete a
Walkability Assessment that will identify improvements needed for
residents, employers, commuters, customers and convention goers to
enjoy a safe and pedestrian friendly neighborhood.
Betsy’s Green Institute project to develop
a community orchard on existing vacant
land will increase community well-being
through access to fresh food, improved
physical
health,
greater
social
connectivity & enhanced landscape
aesthetics. Informed decision making is
leading to positive change.

United Crescent Hill Ministries hired
CFN to conduct a Human Needs
Assessment & next steps report.

CFN staff & Phillips Lane stakeholders conducted a Walkability
Assessment, funded by Councilman
Dan Johnson, Metro District 21

Changing
communities
for the better
“These three neighborhoods are coming
together and working
together to make one
great community - Three
Points represents that
union.”
- Jennifer Chappell,
CFN provided the Beechmont Neighborhood Association, among others, with
mapping & data analysis technical assistance, thanks to a partnership grant with
Metro Louisville - Community Services Department.

Neighborhood Institute Graduate

Financial
Snapshot
Center For Neighborhoods
is focused on having a real
and tangible impact on
neighborhood quality of life,
from empowering grassroot,
resident leadership to assisting project implementation.
To that end, CFN utilizes a
diversity of funding to pursue
a balanced and holistic work
program.

Melissa Mann Photography

In the Green Institute, participants learned about bringing environmental sustainability
practices to their community & developed projects to implement in their neighborhood.
Lead funding for the GI was provided by the Owsley Brown II Family Foundation.

Reaching the whole community
In 2014, the work of the Center For Neighborhoods touched neighborhoods
all across Louisville and Jefferson County.

Neighborhood Institute participants
from across the county worked
together in group activities.

Neighborhood Institute and Green Institute graduates came from across
Metro Louisville. 37 different neighborhoods were represented in
Neighborhood Institute, Green Institute and Workshop classes. Resident
initiated projects - from park improvements, corridor beautification projects,
and community events, among others - were launched in 7 different
neighborhoods.
As part of the PAINT program - Producing Art in
Neighborhoods Together - three unique, citizen-involved public art projects
were created in the Parkland and Chickasaw neighborhoods. Two Metro
Council sponsored Planning and Zoning Workshops were held in the Russell
neighborhood and provided citizens from throughout Metro Louisville with
information about how zoning regulations affect their neighborhoods, as well
as, how the planning and zoning process works. CFN partnered with Metro
government to analyze Vacant and Abandoned Properties in hard-hit areas
and identified priority focus areas. CFN’s GIS staff assisted Community
Ventures Corporation and the Russell Neighborhood by providing mapping
and analysis services. Diverse assessment projects included the Parkland
Neighborhood Assessment, the Phillips Lane Walkability Assessment and
the United Crescent Hill Ministries Human Services Needs Assessment. CFN
will continue to reach broadly across the community while working towards
deeper and long-lasting impacts.
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Parkland youth worked with their community, with local artists, partner agencies and the
Center For Neighborhoods to cast a vision for their neighborhood as part of a project
funded by Councilwoman Attica Scott, Metro District 1.

Staff

Casting a vision for the future

Tom Stephens,
Executive Director

During it’s history, Center For Neighborhoods has helped neighborhoods go
from creating a vision to building knowledge, developing plans and then
taking action. The future of the Center For Neighborhoods is built on that
same foundation.

John Hawkins,
Program Coordinator

In 2015 and beyond, CFN is focusing on empowering residents, engaging
stakeholders and leveraging committed partnerships to see tangible,
impactful neighborhood projects implemented by residents and partners all
across Metro Louisville. Now is a better time than ever to invest in
neighborhoods as native Louisvillians & newcomers, baby boomers & young
professionals and retirees & budding entrepreneurs, among others, seek out
distinctive, healthy, attractive, safe, socially vibrant and sustainable
neighborhoods where they can make a difference and feel at home. That is
why my family and I came back to Louisville and it is why the work of the
Center For Neighborhoods matters more now than ever before.

Gwen Kelly,
Program Facilitator

I am so thankful for the legacy of great neighborhood leadership in Louisville,
from Jack Trawick to resident leaders city-wide and Councilmembers
committed to neighborhoods. More so, I am incredibly excited for the future
of Louisville’s neighborhoods thanks to the existing and emerging leaders we
have in neighborhoods, businesses, non-profits and government today.

2015 is going to be a great year for neighborhoods. Join us and return
your commitment of support today!
Tom Stephens, Executive Director

Christi Stevens,
GIS & Data Coordinator

Ben Evans,
Green Institute Coordinator
Becky Blair,
Office Manager, Bookkeeper

Join our supporters!
Wherever you live, work, shop, worship, play and/or rest, you
understand the value of good neighbors—and of being a good
neighbor—and so does the Center For Neighborhoods. We work
day in and day out with resident, institutional, business & government
leaders to improve the physical, economic, social & environmental
quality of life for the places we all call home. When you support the
work of Center For Neighborhoods you are supporting your home,
your neighbors and your community. Become a Good Neighbor.

Contact Us
Get in touch with us to learn more
about what we do and how you
can support the work of building
better neighborhoods in Louisville.
Center For Neighborhoods
610 S. 4th Street, Suit 609
Louisville, KY 40202

Good Neighbors

(502) 589-0343

Thank you to our Good Neighbor supporters - investing in Louisville
neighborhoods to the benefit of us all.

info@centerforneighborhoods.org
Visit us on the web at
www.centerforneighborhoods.org
Or find us through social media

Help build healthy, sustainable & attractive neighborhoods
Name / Association:
Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

Email:

Zip:

_____ I support the mission of the Center For Neighborhoods

_____ $15 Neighborhood Team Member
_____ $50 Neighborhood Partner
_____ $100 Neighborhood Champion
_____ $1,000-10,000 Program / Project Sponsor
Good Neighbor Level

Tax deductible donations can be mailed to:
Center For Neighborhoods
610 S. 4th Street, Suite 609
Louisville, KY 40202
or donate online at centerforneighborhoods.org

Center For Neighborhoods
610 S. 4th Street, Suite 609
Louisville, KY 40202
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